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Abstract

The Heaps Peak Arboretum Environmental Unit
Darrell Ruppel and Tina Ibbs
California State University, San Bernardino, 1992

The Heaps Peak Arboretum Environmental Unit
was designed for implementation within the science
curriculum of the Rim of the World Unified School

District.

Along with activities to be done at the

Heaps Peak Arboretum, a series of pre-activities
and post-activities were designed to maximize the
value of student learning.

The unit was aligned with the Science
Framework for Gal 1fornia Public Schools.

Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve <1990).

It was

field tested by a fourth grade teacher, a fifth
grade teacher, and two sixth grade teachers at
three different school sites throughout the
district.
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Introciygtlcn

Since the first settlers arrived in the San
Berhardiho Mountains the area has experienced

rapid growth.

In recent history

population in

the San Bernardino Mountains grew 680 percent

between 1950 and 1987

the

county's overall increase of 312 percent" (Brooks,

1992, p. Al>. Arth6ugh, the growth rate h^s laeert
alarmin'Sl, a cohscidus effort has been made to

preserve sect idns of this once pristine area.

The

Heaps Peak Arbbretuin i s an excel l ent exain^

the on-gding efforf tdwards cdd®®t7etion ®"cl
preservation in the San Bernardino Mduntains.
The Heaps Peak Arddretufti is a 40-acre site

that has been developed by the Rim of the World

Interpreti ve Assoc i at i on.

The foundi ng presi dent

of the Association has descri bed the area by

sayi ng, tHere is represented in microcoan the
entire forest environment, bdth plant and animal"
(Fidre, 1990 p. 46).

This area cduId provide

students wi th an observab1e means pi study i ng the
forest ehvirohment.

The site is found within the

transitional 1ife zone* dnd is
community of the Yellow Pine Forest.

the biotic
Ecosystems

at the site include a riparian area, wdodlancl

chaparral, and a coniferous forest.

The Heaps Peak Arboreturn was Chosen for the
development of the Heaps Peak Arboretum

Environmental Unit because of the diversity of
1ife forms at the site.

The Arboretum site is

located within the bouhdaries of the Rim of the

World Unifled School District.

The Arboretum Unit

was developed in an effort to provide students
with a means of studying the local environment.

The site is located on Highway 18 and is easily
accessible to students in the Rim of the World
Unified School District.

The Rim of the World Unified School District
is comprised of five elementary schools, one

middle school, and one senior high school

The

population of the school district is approximately
4,000 students.

It encompasses twelve separate

and distinct communities.

The

Arboretum Unit provides a hew and

interesting way for students to master many of the
concepts in the Science Framework for
Ca1ifornia Public Schools. K1nderoarten

Through Grade Twelve <1990).

A section of the

frRework was devoted ent1re1y to 11fe sc1ence

concepts. Key concepts in this section include
the Study of Mvihg things, evoiution, and

ecosysteins.

An effort was made to al ign the unit

with the Science Framework for Caiifornia

Public Schools. Kindergarten Through grade
Twelve <1990).

The Arboretum Unit was designed to aiiow
students to develop a background knowledge of the
1OCal environment.

Students can study and

experience the local environment through
of part icipatory outdoor activities.

a series

AH of the

lessons deal with the topic of 1iving things, and

prov idcf students wi th the i nformat i on needed to
address conceptual questions contained within the

life science section of the State Framework.

In

additioh^ there are specific lessons that deal
with evoiution (adaptation), and the Yellow Pine
Forest ecosystem.

The intent of the unit is to develop within

students: appreci at1on of the 1oca1 env i rpnment,
awareness of an environmenta1 si te, and know1 edge
of the 1 ocal environment.

The students''

participat ion in the Arboretum Unit should not

only increase their environmental awareness, but
instill within them a sense of ccanmunity ownership
of the Arboretum and a need to preserve and
conserve the local environment.

A supplemental seasonal video will be added

to the unit by August of 1992.

The video examines

the changes that occur seasonally at the Heaps
Peak Arboretum.

REVlEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

The need fof environmental education has been

dpcumented in educationai journals, state
frameworks, magazine articles, and books.

The

concept of environmehtal education is frequently

diV ided i nto topi cs of concern which ihe1udb:
def initions of environmental education» the nped
for environmental educatiori? activity based

environmeiital educatlpn; ideas for pi anhing^

^

envirpnmehtal educatipn; and the impprtance of

:-outd6pr ■ educatipa.';
Definitions and X3oals of Environmental Education

Stoner, Clymire, and Heigeson <1989) defined

enyironmental education to be any education which

i ncreases the understandi ng of nature, cu1ture,

technolpgy, peopie, ideas, and feel ings af>Out the
environment.

The idea of environmehtal education

covering more than one subject area was cpnfirmed
by QrrC1989), Who stated that all education is
ehV i ronme h ta1.

ThIs Idea is that, dependent on

what Is inc luded or excl uded, eniphasized or

ignored, students learn that they afp part of or
apart frcMn the natural world.

Engelson (1985) in Wisconsin's gvl«Jg tP
r.ufr\ niilum PI Ann Ina i n Knv ironmental EciMgat Ion

stAted that "the goal of ehvlronmental ech^catipn
is to help students become environmentallY

knowledgeable, ski I led, dedicated citizens who are
wi11Ing to work, individual 1V snd col 1ectively» .
toward achieving and maintaining a dynamic

equilibrium between the quality of life and the
quality of the environment"»

The consideration of values is an integral

component of environmental education. The tbeine
of values runs throughout the definitipn of, and

gpals for, envirohmental education.

In ft Qvida

fnr the nPveloDinervt nf an TnterdiSClplinafV

RnvlronmenfrAi RducatI on CurriCUVum <1973), the

California State Department of Education explained
that values become involved when there are two pr

mpre chpices* each df which has possibi1 ities for
action. For example, a confllet of values might
involve human versus wlIdlife needs.

xh** Nopri for Environmental Education

Pemberton <1988) stated that because of our

diverse pbpdl at1on> uhd^^^
of our natural
resources ranges from little knowledge to a high
level of expertise.

In order to increase

envirdnmental knowledge a^nd ecological 1 iteracy,
individuals must understand the nature of

environmental Issues^ and the ecological and h^man

imp!ications. Ownership and emppwerment variables^
are critical issued 1n training environmentally
responsible citizens <Hungerford, 1990).
Ford and B1anchard < i985) l iken the human

involvement in the environment to a delicfto web.

Students need to develop an interrelationship
between themselves and the environment^

The

concept of a web is clear when pne considers that
the environment to which We and pur societies are

so finely tuned is only the current equliibrlum
state in ah ongping prpcess Pf adjustment and
readjustment, and shifts in this equilibrium can
- threaten every aspect of the human experience.
Art jvltv Rased Env<rnnmental Educat iOh

TK*» Rr Vence Framework for Gal 1 forn1 a Publ ip.
RrhnP 1 s. ytnri^rctarten Through Orado TWo 1 ve

<1990) supported the idea of activiti®s being used

to explain environmental terms and concepts
through the development of themeS, because act ive
learning better prcxnotes the ihternalization of
ideas and processes»

A themat ic apprpach is

necessary to assure that the study of
environmental education is not merely the

col lection of Isolated facts.

Nichols

found that a variety of sensory opportunities
during outdoor experiences ailQws for enhanced

cognitive processing by al1 participants^ T^i®
can be used in application of a thematic approach.
d'Neil <1992) stated that people learn by
actively constructing and evaluating new

informat i on agai nst prev i ously held ideas.

Th is

process allows the learner to develop new

understandings by Constantly re-examining beliefs
in light of new information.

This method of

obtaining new information by participatipn in
activities is termed constructivisBn.
The Science Framework for Californla PubliC
Schools. Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve

Cl99d> suggested that a variety of direct

activities be used to teach science.

Stretegies

to ensure successful instruction during activities

included: grouping students Intp smali-grdups,

1 airge-grpups» and copperative 1 earni ng grpups.

11

is sCiggested that forty percent Pf instructional

t ime be spent oh direct exper ience 1 earn ingv
Ideas For Planning Environmental Education

When planning an out-of-doors experience it
is essential that studentp participate in

pre-activities pr advance organizers to increase
their learning pbtential CAUsubel, 1968).

A

pre-hctivity is an activity designed to be
completed in the classropm prior
out-of-dPPrs site.

visiting an

A post-activity is an activity

designed to tje panpleted upon returning to the
classro^.

Gross and Pizzlhi (1979) found that

teachers should involve the learner in classroom

instructibnai activities desighed to eh

outdpor envifonmehta1 experiencei
that it is imbortant^^ t^

an

They also found

prer-activities and

post^activities to prbvIde a ccotpIete spectrum of
educational opportunities.

Importance of Outdoor Education

An aspect of environmental education is

10

learning in the out-of-doors, whether on the
school grounds. Or at parks, nature centers, or
resi dent i a1 outdoor schools.

Outdoor si tes

provide students with an opportunity to
effectively gain awareness, knowledge, and a

positive attitude toward the environment CStoner
et al., 1989).

In conclusion, participation in an outdoor

education experience may increase student

awareness, appreciation, and knowledge of the
environment.

A positive environmental attitude

may lead to an increased environmental ethic and
accompanying educated behavior.
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Goals and Oblectlves

The goal of the Heaps Peak Arboretum
Environmental Unit was to develop an environmental

education program to facilitate student learning
at an outdoor site in the San Bernardino

Mountains.

To reach this goal fifteen author

designed lessons were developed.

The lessons

include pre—activities, site specific activities,
and post-activities.

Upon completion of the unit, students will
have been given the opportunity to learn the

concepts that may enable them to answer the

questions presented in the life science section of
the Science Framework for California Public
Schools. Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve <1990)

as they pertain to the San Bernardino Mountains
and the Heaps Peak Arboretum.

The life science topic areas and questions
are as follows:
Living Things

1.

What are the characteristics of living things?

2.

How do the structures of living things perform

their functions, interact with each other, and
contribute to the maintenance and growth of

12

" ■^the' -organism?

3.

VBiat are the relationships of l iving

organisms, and how are living things
classified?

4.

How do humans interact with pther 1ivlng
things?;,

Cells. Genetics; and Evolution

1.

How has life changed and diversified through
time?

What processes and patterns

charaiCterize the evolution of life?
RcQsvstems

1*

What are ecosystems, and how do organisms
interact in ecosystems?

2.

How does energy flow within an ecosystem?

3.

How do ecosystems change?

4.

What are the responslbliitles of humans toward
ecosystems?

A matrix found in the appendix A of this

project i11ustrates how the iessonS contained in
the Arboretum Unit corre1ate to the 1ife sci ence

section of the Science Framework for Galifornia
Public Schools. Kinderaarten Through Grade
Twelve <,1990>lv;-

Students use a variety Of prOcess ski Us

13

while participating in the Heaps Peak Arboretum

Environmental Uni t>

The process ski I Is that

students use include:

1. Coiranuni cating oral ly with fellow students.
2, Predi ct i ng i i fe forros fpdnd in the Sa.n
Bernardino Mountain environment.

Analyzing ctMnponents of the San Befnardino
Mountain en

4.^

about the types of life forms
within the Heaps Peak Arboretum.

5. Comparing different environments and
associated vegetation.

6. Analyzing the difference between plant and
animal 1ife fdrms within the San Bernafdino

Mountains/ and those within the Heaps Peak
■ ■;Arboretunv.:\:/.:;;\'; ■; f :. , .■

7.

Writing a list of pi ants and animal 1i fe
Indigenous (naturally occurring) to the
^ -'/Heaps'Peak,. Arboretum. ,/;

8.

Sequencing organisms in a food chain.

9. Predicting the cdnsagliences of the removal of
an organian from a food chain,

10.

x

Communicating the concept of a food chain
pictorial ly.
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11. Grouping animals in the categories of
herbivore, carnivore, and omnivore.

12. Recognizing the adaptations of animais.

13. Interpreting the importance of adaptation.

14. Analyzing how scane animals meet their basic
needs.

15. Classifying birds according to the size and
shape of the birds beak, wings, and claws.
16. Inferring what types of foods are eaten by
birds.

17. Recognizing bird adaptations.

18. Using their senses to gather and analyze
information.

19.

Comparing tree types.

20.

Sequencing a growth cycle.

21. Analyzing the importance of various organisms
in a forest.

22. Analyzing the importance Of historical
events.

23. Inventing a student designed list of learning
objectives.

24. Generalizing the harmful effects that humans
have on the environment.

25. Identifying life forms in the Heaps Peak

15

■ :ftrboretumi- :

26. Predicting various limiting factors. <A
1 iihiting factor directly affects the

wel1-being of an animal and may cause the

animals' death. Limiting factors may result
from causes in nature as well as human
activities. > ■

27. Analyzing the problems associated with
habitat destructipn and considering
aLternatlvie■ 'splutions., ■ ■

'
28.

Observing envirpnmental areas.

29.

Eva1uat ing the ef feetiveness cf the Heaps
Peak Arboretum trail.

It is a t)el ief of the authors of this unit
that a conscious effort must be made by educators

tp develop within students a positive attitude and
knowledge of the local forest environment. The

implementation of the Heaps Peak Arboretum Unit
wil1 provide educators in the Rim of the World
Unified School District with a means of achieving
■ this goal.

^
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Proltect Design

project was

t)e incorporated

into the science curriculuin of the Rim of the

World Unified Sfchool District/ The unit wi 11 be

used in the "local ecosystems" subject area, which
is part of the fourth, f ifth, and sixth ^rade

curr i culum. The un i t has been correIated to the
Scifence Framework for Ga11forn1a Pub1ic Schools.
KindOraarten Throviah Grade Twel ve (1990).

The

unit cohtSihspr-e^activities, site specif ic

act i V i t i es^ ^d poSt-act iy i t ies deye I Oped arquncl
the Heaps Peak Arboretum,

ich is easily

accessible to ali studehts in the Rim of the World
School District.

The project design included:

research of the Arboretum's h i story, deyeIopment

of a teacher handbook wi th Iessbn pl ans, snd f i ®

testing.

A seasonai yideo is be'ing developed as a

separate project v^ich wilI be used in conjunction
with this project.

A background history fOr the Arboretuni has
been included in the teacher handbook.

It is the

opinion Of the authors of the project that
students^ as welI as teachers, wi11 benef it from
this added knowledge of the Arboretum's history.
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The history will enable both students and teachers
to view the Arboretum from a perspective other
than a nature trail.

As a result, their

SLPpreciation of the Heaps Peak Arboretum may be
increased.

The background history of the site

begins in the early 1880's and spans over 100
years in order to bring students and teachers
up-to-date with current developments at the site.
Fifteen lesson plans were developed for the

teacher handbook. They were designed so that the
teacher may use one each day, thus enabling a
three-week unit.

The lessons include the

following areas: a lesson summary, goals,

suggested grade levels, lesson duration, learning
objectives, process ski 1 is used, prerequisite

knowledge for students, background for teachers,
lesson preparation, instructional strategy,

discussion questions, and evaluation activities.
The lessons have been divided into three groups:

pre-activities, those for the actual field trip to
the Heaps Peak Arboretum, and post-activities.
During the trip to the Arboretum, students are

given the opportunity to participate in a
seven-tenths of a mile long walk along an

18

interpreted nature tral1.

The project was field tested by four teachers
at three different schools throughout the

district. The field testing occurred in a fourth
grade classroom. a f1fth grade classroom, and two
sixth grade classrooms. The teachers received
copies of the teacher handbook. They were then
asked to do the lessons with their class and note
any problems or concerns that they had with the
unit. The authors met wi th these teachers upon

completion of the unit and discussed the various
problems and concerns. The primary area of
concern dealt with lesson clarity and

instructional strategies. Based on input obtained
fr«Mn the field testing, changes were made to the
teacher handbook.

As previously stated, the project will become

part of the Rim of the World Unified School
District's science curriculum. The teacher

handbook will be distributed to all fourth, fifth,
and sixth grade teachers in the district. The
authors of the project intend to visit each of the
school sites and give a presentation on the
handbook.

19

Iinp l l cat i ons for Educat loh

The Heaps Peak Arboretum Environmental Unit
has been approved by the dlstr^

curriculum commlttee. The uni t wl11 ProvIde
educators With an effective means of ut11

nearby outdoor site. The implementation of the
unit will provide educators with a means of
instil ling within students a strong commitment and
responsibility towards al1 1ife forms, and the
preservation of the^an Berna^^^

20
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Appendix A

Heaps Peak Arboretm Environmental Unit
Correlations with

Science Framework for Galifornia Public SchoolSt
Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve <1990)
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Heaps Peak Arboretum Environmental Unit Correlations with
Science Framework for nal lfnrnla Puhl le Schools.

Kindergarten Thrnuoh Grade Twp1v>> <1990)
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Iving Things

Questions

1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

What are characteristics

of living things?

x

X

X X X X XXX

X

X

X

X

X

How do the structures

of living things perform
their functions, interact
with each other, and
contribute to the

maintenance and growth
of the organism?

X

XX

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XXX

What are the

relationships of living
organisms, and how are
living things classified?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

How do humans interact

with other living things?
lls,
netics, and
Dlution

x

X

X

X

X

X

How has life changed and
diversified through time?
What processes and
patterns Characterize the

evolution of life?
3systems

x

X

What are the ecosystems,
and how do organisms

interact in ecosystems?

X

XXX

X

X

X

XXX

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

How does energy flow

within an ecosystem?
How do ecosystems change?

x

X

X

What are the

responsibilities of
humans toward ecosystems?

X

X

X

X
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Appendix B
Teacher Handbook
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■ , 'Lesson-i'V:/
INtRODUCTORY LESSON

Summary:

Students wl11 develop an

, enV irbninien'tal Obs©rv^tibn fblcler. Students will

generate a list of plant arid animal life native to
the

San Bernardino Mountains,

Goalt To prbvide Students with an ppportunity
to share their knowleds® of the Sari Bernardino

Mountains. To provide Students with their owri

JiDurna l in Whi ch to record their persona I
as classroom observatibns» of yaribus plan

1
arid

animal species.
Rrarie Leve1t 4-6

riiiration;

One fifty-minute period

Lftarnlnq Oblftotlves:

Upon completion of

Students wi i 1 be

■: 'able ,to:'

1.

UsS a Jburnal/folder to record environmental
\ information.

2.

Recbgnize various plant and animal species
natiye tb the San Berriardino Mbuntains.

3.

write a description of the San Bernardino
Mbiintain envirdnmeht.

27

Process stcl 1 Is Used In this Lgggpn?

1.

Communicat ing oral 1V Wi th fellow students.

2.

Predicting what may be found in the San
Bernardino Mountain environinent.

3.

Anaiyzing components of the San Bernaridinb
Mountain environment.

4.

Organizing of notes in a written format.

Prerequisite Knowledge For Students:

Students shouid have previousiy visited the San
Bernardino iWountain area.
Background For Teachers:

1.

The abiiity to observe our surroundings Wlii

give students ah opportunity to appreciate,
respect, and learn more about the San
Bernardino Mountains^

2.

Gareful pbservation by studente v '
deveiop their sense of concern for their
surroundings.

As a result, students wi11

not 1ce environmental changes and probiems.

3.

The journal/folder will include:

a.

Ai1 written forms of student observations.

b.

Drawings which express students feelings
and show their observations.

c.

All future assignments, concerning the

28

. /;'arboretum vunit,/

4. Posters obtaihad for the National Forest
Service are a good source of ihformat1on

when Identifying naturally occurring species
for the San Bernardino Mountains.
Preoarat1on For LesSOhf

1.

Chalkboard and chalk for the teacher.

2. Paper and penciI for each student.

3.

Manila folder for each student.

4.

National Forest Service posters.

Instructi nnaV Strategy:

1. The teacher wi11 explain to the class, that

they are Starting a new unit oh their local
environment.

2;

The teacher Will ask students to get out paper

and pencil; and record their knowledge based
Oh the class disGusSion of the environment*
3.

The teacher will give Students a manila

fdlder, and explain that it will be their
ehvironmehtal folder. Studehts should keep

an of their Work on the environment in this
■";:,fpider.

•

4.

The teacher asks studehts to orally give as

many hames as possible for 1iVing things whlCh
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€^xist in the local environment.

5. The teacher lists the answers on the

chalkboard. A brief ■discussion is held^ d^^^
' each of the items.

6. Students copy the information from the
chalkboard.

7.

■

Students place their completed 1ist in their
folder.

hiacuss?

^

P"estions:

.

1. Vhat plants and animals are truly naturally

;

occurring species?

2. How can we discover whether or not the specie^
is^a'natf ve? ■ ;

V;'"\

i;:valuati«7" Antlvltiest

1.

Have Students research plants and animals
listed to be sure they are native specles.v

2. Have students research for other native planta
and animals.

3.

Have students share any researched
information.

4.

Ask students to make any necessary correctlphs
to their 1ists.
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VIEWING OF THE ARBbRETUM VlfiEO

l£SSSDL.SMn#EE

^V

^ ^ V1 deo tape

on the Heaps Peak Arboretum, Students Vl11 be

required tb produce a Iist of species hatlye to
the Arboretum site, after viewing the video.

Goalt

To prbvide studehts en Opportunity to

vl^ the Arboretum site ^ TO proy ide students wi th
the underStand i ng that the Arboretum env i ronment
has a Var iety of p1 ant and animal i ite forms.
Grade Levei t 4-^6

nuratlon; One fifty-minute period
■ T.earn 1 no Ohlecti vest

Upon completion of this lesson, students will be
;-;:abie.;to:'; .
1;

Differentiate

species that are non-r indigenous to the Heaps
■' ;\-V;Peak':;Arhbretum'v';V?■

2. Use a Journal/foider to record enyironment
V^. ■^"^'^/bbservatlbhs.:

3.

Write a descript ion Of the San Bernard
/;.Mountain^ .,envirohmeht.
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Process Sk111s Used In ThIs

1. Generalizing about the types of 11fe form^ In
the Heaps Peak Arboretum.

2. Comparing different environmehts an^^^^
associated vegetation.

3. Analyzlng the dlfference t>etween p 1 ant and
animar life forms within the San Bernardiho
Mountalns, and those wi th in the Heaps Peak
•

Arboretum.

4. Communicating oraliy with fel 1ow students.

5. Organ izing a wrltten j1st of P1 ant and animal
1ife indigenous to tha Heaps Peak Arboretum.
Prereduisite Knowledge For Students♦

Students should have a 1istbf plant and animal
species that they have found to be indigenous

to the San Bernardi no Mountain area. This shou1d
have been compiefab during lessohi*
Rackarounri For Teachers:

1.

Plant and animal species that 1iye in an area

may not be Indigenous Cnat1ye) to that area.
2. The abillty to differentiate between yaridus
plant and animal species will giye students a
better understanding of the uniqueness of the
Heaps Peak Arboretum site.
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3. Careful observation will develop students'
sense of concern for their surroundings. Asa
result, students will notice environmental
changes and problems.

4. The Heaps Peak Arboretum is located in the
Yellow pine Forest.

5. The Yellow Pine Forest is known as a

transitional life zone, which is located
between the elevation of 4,200 and 7,100
feet above sea level.

6. In the San Bernardino Mountains the

communities of Crestline, Lake Arrowhead,
Running Springs, and Big Bear Lake are
all found in the transitional life zone
of the Yellow Pine Forest.

7. Posters obtained from the National Forest
Service list ail naturally occurring species
within the San Bernardino Mountains.
Preoarati"P

Lesson;

1. Students need to have their environmental
folder.

2. Paper and pencil for each student.
3. Video cassette player and monitor.

4. A video tape copy of the Heaps Peak Arboretum.
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5.

Chalkboard and chalk for the teacher.

6.

National Forest Service posters.

instructional Strategyt

1.

The teacher wll1 explain to the class that

they will be viewing a video tape of the Heaps
Peak Arboretum site.

2.

The teacher will show the video.

3.

The teacher wi11 discuss the uniqueness of the
Yellow Fine Forest.

4.

The teacher wi11 ask the students to orally

name plant and animal species recognized in
the video.

5.

The teacher will ask students to get out their
environmental Journal, and put a Star by
recognized species.

6.

The teacher wi11 ask students to name the

identified life forms.

The teacher wi11 place

this information on the chalkboard.

7.

Students will copy the information from the
chalkboard.

8.

The word list can later be used as a spelling
list.

9.

Students can create their own word searches,

and solve those created by fel low classmates.
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Discussion Questions:

1.

What plants and animals are native to the
Heaps Peak Arboretum site?

2.

How or why would a non-indigenous species come
to live in the San Bernardino Mountains?

3.

What kind of effect could a non-indigenous

species have on the region?
Evaluation Activities:

1.

Give students a spelling test based on the
student developed word list.

2.

Have students create and solve a word search.

3.

Have students add any important information to
their environmental journal.

WORD SEARCH WORKSHEET - LESSON 2

Name:.
35

List the words used In the word search below.

Solved by:.
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Lesson 3

KNOW THAT TERM

Lesson Summary;

Students will create

environmental game that can be pla^^^

with family

members or at school.

Goai;

To provide students with a l ist of twenty

env ironmental Words and def in iti ons.

To al1ow

students to beccme fami1iar wi th envirpnmental
terminology.
Grade Level:

Durationt

4-6

One fifty^minute period

Learn1no Ob1ectIves;

Upon cOTip 1 et i on of this 1 esson, students wi 11 be
■.'.able, ■to: ■

1.

y■

Recognize twenty different environmental
. terms. ;

2.

Record the terms and tise ai dictionary td help

■ ■ ■ ■ y.- ;;them„ define'^- the.';terms:."-;,";. 3*

Deve1op a usable def ini tion f or the terms.

4.

Desi gn an act Ivi ty that wi11 depend on the

tdrms^-.'and'def I'rt:i..tlons-..'

. •:' .■ ■■■,; y;;;..;;

Process Sk11Is Used In This Lesson:

1.

Identifying environmental terminology.
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2.

Analyzing definitions^

3. Creating a usable deflnition^

the

terminology.
Prerequisite Knowledge For Studentsi

Abi1ity to correctly us® a dietionary.
Background Knowledge For TeabherSt

1,

Different diet ionary sources wi11 provide
varying definitions of terms.

2.

Definitions should be rephrased to provide the

best explanation of the term as it pertains to
the local area.
Preoarat i on For Lesson:

1.

A dietionary for every student.

2. Two copies of the blank square worksheet for
■ ■ "every, student.

3.

Two pieces of cpnstruction paper for every
student^.^- ^ '- ■ ■ , ■ ■ ■. ■ ' ;• ■ ■ ■ ■; ' ■■'„

4^

Writing utensils for every student.

5.

Scissors, glue, and an enveibp® for every
■".student

.

6.

Chalkboard and chalk for the teacherv

7.

Students will need a piece Of 1ined writing

paper to record terms and def init ions.
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Instructional Strategy;

1. The teacher vl11 place the following words on
the board? hefbivore, earn1yore, omnivore,

population, deciduous, conifer, species,

organisms, envirdnment, ecology, blome, niche,
community, depomposer, humus, consumer,

producer, food chain, adaptsitIon, habitat.
2. Students will copy the list of words.
3. The teacher will then instruct students to use

a dictionary to help define the wbrds.

Students should not write the definition down,
but they should be prepared to discuss it
vcrally.;

4. The class wl11 oral 1y decide on the best
definltibn, for application to an outdoor

setting.

The teacher writes the definition on

the board, students will record the
definition.

.

5. Continue this process until all of the terms
have been defined.

6. The teacher wi11 hand out the two worksheets
with printed squares on them.
7. Students wi11 write a term in one square and a
definition in another.
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8. Once al1 twenty terms and definitions are

placed in squares. Students shpuid come and
get two pierces of construct ion paper,
scissors, grlue, and an envelope.

9. Students will glue the squares to the
construction paper.

10. When the glue has dried students will cut the

Squares out and pi ace them in 4h envelope.

^

list Of definitions should also be Placed
in-:the :'Onvel;ope.:;,iy"

11. The game that accompanies this activity is a
type of memory game.

12. The squares are al1 placed faced down.

One

person choses two cards and turns them over
face up.

If the cards give the correct term

and definition, then the student may chose two
more cards, and keep the mafGh.

If the cards

do not match, then another person is sivon

the opportunity to chose two cards.

The

person with the most matches at the end of the
game wins.

13. Students should refer to the list of terms and
definitions when unsure.

AO

D1scusslon Quest 1Qhst

1.

What terms were cc*nplately unknown to
students?

2.

'V

What terms are any terms missing from the

list?';" 3.

"

.

What would be a good name for the game?

Evaluat ion Activities;

1.

Encourage students to take the game hcane and
play it with family members.

2.

Have students develop additional terms and
definitions to add to the game.

3.

Have students write sentences using the terms,
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LESSON 3 WORKSHEET
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■ ■\Lesson; 4-:^ . ,;V-

, j

THE MAKING OF

Lesson Summary:

Students wi11 review the

conGepts of omniyore♦ carhiydre, and herbi yore.
Af ter a reyiew of these key termS stvidents wi 11

desigh at food chailh basetf^^^

the Iboal flora and

■•faunS.

Goal:

To intboduce students to the ver1buS

components that create a food web in the
San Bernardino Mountains.

To provide students

With an opportuni ty to ereate their own food chain
comprised of flye different examples of indigenous
vegetation and wildlife.

Grade Level :
Duration:

4^6';,

V. ■

One fiftv-minute period

Learn1na Ob IeC tivest

Upon completion of this 1esson, studehts wi1i be
j'able.-to;'' ;

iv

Befine and bive examples of a herbivore»
carnivore, and OTinlvore.

2;

Desdribe end i iiustrate a food chain.

/3i

Arrange the sequence in wh^i^^

animals and

plants may be eaten in a food chain.
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4.

Determine the various dependencies that exist i

\ : -";:v:in nature,,
Process Skills Used In This Lesson;

1.

Communicating Oraliy with fellow students.

2.

Sequencing organisms in a food chain.

3.

edmmuhicating the concept of a food chain
pictorially.

4.

Predicting the consequences Of the removal of
a prgariism from a food chain.

5.

Grouping animals into the categories of
herbivore, carnivore, and cxnniyore.

Prerequisite Knowledge For Students;

Students wi11 need to know a var i ety of pi ant and
animal 1 ife forms that exist in the San Bernardino

Mountains^";
Background For Teachers;

1.

A carnivore is an animal that eats meat only.
The word "earni" means meat.

2.

A herbivore is an animal that eats Plants
only.

3.

The word "herbi'? means Plant.

An qmnivore is an animal that eats both plants

and animaisV The word "^hi" means everything
'.^ V'Orvall
4.

The word "vore" means eater.
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5i

The fen^rgy of the sun is captured by p1 ants

through the prpcess of photpsynthesis.

This

energy is transmitted to animals when the

plants are eateni

It is again transferred

when that animal is eaterj.

The energy flow

is called a food chain.
6.

A simple example of a food chain is a green

plant, a leaf-eating insect, and an
insect-eating bird.
Preparation For Lesson:

1.

The teacher should prepare byerhead
transparencies to provide students with
examples of an herbivore, carnivore, and an
" omn i vore.

2.

The students wi11 need their environmental

Journals and the list generated from the
introductory lesson.

3^

Students wi11 need yarn, crayons, scissors,
and drawing paper.

4.

Several hole punches should be avallable to
■ students.

5.

The teacher will need to check out animal

books from the 1ibrary to be used as
reference sources by the students.
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Instructional

1.

Strategyt

The teacher should share the background

knowledge information with students.

2.

The teacher should place the transparencies on
an overhead projector and ask students to
identify the animals.

Ex,^ples of an

omnivore, carnivore, and herbivore have been
provided to further aid the teacher in the
explanation.

3.

Students should be given their art supplies,

and with a partner they should be directed to
construct a food chain consisting of at least
five indigenous species.

4.

Students should draw pictures of the plants

and animals using the library books as a
reference.

5.

Using a hole punch, students should place a
hole in the bottom and the top of the picture.

6.

Students should use the yarn to place the
species into a food chain.

7.

Once students have completed their food chain,

they should encouraged to share their
creation.

8.

Using the yarn the teacher should hang
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the students' food chains from the cei1ing of
■ ■'
■ the'.'cl assroom. ,

9.

Have students record key concepts in the1f
Journals.

Discussion Questions:

1,

What is the role of an herbivore, carnivore,

and omni vbre in the Sain Bernardino Mouhtai ns?.
2,

How can human encroachment endaihger the

vv::;;rf'ood^ chain?3,

What k i hds of ppl1ut i on cou1d poss i b1y effect
the food chain?

Evaluation Activities:

1.

Ask students to list five things that an
animal needs to survive.

2.

Have students create additional food chains.

3.

Have students give written examples of food

chains or record the examp1es in their
environmental Journals.
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Lesson 5

ANIMAL TRACKS

Lesson Summaryi

Students will design a chart of

animal tracks that are native to the San
Bernardino Mountains.

Students will draw a

picture of the animal* list the specific habitat*

and a principle food. This chart should be placed
in the students' environmental Journal.

Goal:

To provide students with a means of

correctly identifying animal tracks.

To enable

students to recognize ten different animal

tracks from species indigenous to the San
Bernardino Mountains* and describe the animals'
habitat and food supply.
Grade Level:

DuratIon:

4-6

One fifty-minute period

Learning Ob.lectives:

Upon cCTi^ 1et ion of this 1esson * students wl11 be
able to:

1.

Identify ten animal tracks.

2.

Describe the habitat and food source for the
identified animal.

3.

Infer how scHne animals meet their basic heeds.
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4.

Use ^ jouFriai to record information, and
distinguish detween animal tracks.

5.

Classify animals according to habitat and food
■ ■^supply

6^

Develop a chart of animal tracks for personal
:use.

Process Ski 1 Is Used In This Lesson:

1.

Communicating pictorialiy> and in written form
the concepts of habitat, food source, and
animal tracks.

2.

Recognizing adaptations of animals.

3.

Interpreting the importance of adaptations.

4.

Analyzing how some animals meet their basic
needs. ^

Prerequisite Knowledge For Students;

Students need to have their environmental Journal,
and an idea of what the following animals look
1 ike: Western Gray Squirre1, Brush Rabbit,

Raccoon, Gray Fox, Coyote, Bobcat, B1ack Bear,
Mule Deer, Stellar Jay, and a Western Toad.
Background For Teachers;

1.

Animals can be identified by their tracks.

2.

Animals can be categorized according to their
habitat and food source.
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3.

Animal habitat and food supply are as
fol1ows:

Av

Western Gray Squirrel'^s habi tat is the
Pine Forest and Black Oak Woodland.

The

jprimary food source for the
^'-^Squirre'l ''is;-acorns.

B. the Brush Rabbit;'s habitat is the Woodiand
chaparral. Chamise chaparral, and
thicket.

The primary food source for the

Brush Rabbit is plant seeds.

C.

The Raccoon's habi tat is the R ipari an
Woodland.

The primary food source is for

the Raccoon is acorns.

D. th
chaparral.

is the Woodland
The primary food source for

the Gray Fox is rbdents.

E. The Coyote will live in all areas of the
Yellow Pine Fot-est.

The primary food

source for the Coyote is rabpits.

F.

the Bobcat will live in al1 areas of the
Yeiiow Pine Forest.

The primary fOod

source for the Bobcat is rabbits.
G.

The Black Bear's habitat is the Coniferous
forest. Woodland chaparral, Riparian
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^

The pr imary
food sources for the Black Bear are

•v' : ' ■ rodents and'-acorns.

H.

The Mule Deer's habitat is al1 areas of
the Yellow Pine Forest.

The primary food

source for the Mule Deer is plant 1ife.

I.

,

The Stellar Jay's habitat is all a
the Yel lcw Pine Forestv

The primary food

source for the Stellar Jay is insects.

J.

The Western Toad's habitat is the Riparian
Woodland and stream areas.

The primary

food source for the Western Toad is

.■i nsects;/.\:
PreDaration For Lesson:

1.

'

Each student should have their envirqnmental
journal, penci1 and crayons.

2.

Five ink stamp pads.

3.

The rubber animal track stamps.

4.

The teacher shoul d check out aihimal books
from the school 1ibrary to be used as
reference materials for students.

Instruct 1onal Strategy:

1.

The teacher should describe what an animal

track is» and explain that animals can be
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identified by their tracks.

2.

The teacher will tell students that today they
wll 1 be creating their own ahimaI tr^a^

3.

chart.

Students shduId take several pages of their

Journal and divide them into three colunjhs.
Th i s can be done without remov i ng the pages.

4.

Each column should be labeled; species, track,

'and ;,observatlonsV;':v'':';,:^.V'V.;

Students wM1 draw pictures of the animals.
Stamp in the .animal's track, and using

reference niaterials students wil 1 record
information about the animals.
Discussion Questions;

1.

What is an example of new i nformat ion obtained

during; thi'sviessoh?':
2.

What are some experiehces in Which studehts
haye actually observed animal tracks?

Evaluation Activities:

1i

EnCburase students to 1ook for animal tracks,

record the place and type observed.

Ail

bbservatiohs shbuld be shared with the group.
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:
■ Lesson.-6

'

GOING TO THE BIRDS

Lesson Summary:

Students vi11 Ident1fy ten

different types of birds, research and write a
brief description of the birds, and then make a
bird using art materials.

Goalt

To enable students to correctiy identify

ten different types of birds.
Grade Level ;

duration;

4-6

One fiftv-minutC periOd

Learning Ob.iectlves:

Upon completion of this lesson, students wi11 be
able to:

1.

Identify ten different types of birds.

2.

Discuss characteristics of the various birds.

Process Sk11 Is Used In This Lesson;

1.

Comparing various types of birds.

2.

Classifying birds according to the size and
shape of the bird's beak.

3.

Inferring what types of foods are eaten by
birds. ^

4.

Recognizing bird adaptations.

5.

Interpreting the functions of adaptations.
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Prerequisite Knowledge For Students?

Students should understand the concept of

adaptation, and be able to infer the function
related to a beak.
Backarounri For Teachers:

1. The size and shape,of a bird beak can help to

identify the types of foods eaten by the bird.
2.

Long thin beaks are for sucking nectar.

3. Short and pointy beaks are for crushing seeds.
4.

Hooked beaks are for tearing apart animal
flesh.

5.

The shape and size of a bird wing is an

adaptation.

Students should research the

adaptat ion.

6.

Bird claws are also subject to adaptations,
students can discover the purpose for the
adaptation through research.

7.

Adaptation is a physical or behavioral
characteristic of ah animal that helps it to
survive.

Preoarat i on For Lesson:

1. Copies of the bird identification worksheet
should be made avai1 able to every student.

2.

Encyclopedias and bird reference books from
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the school library should be avail able for
■■■.student' 'UseInstruct 1onal Strategyi

1,

The teacher should give the worksheet to the
■.students.,' -

2,

The teacher should explain that students wi11
be reSponsibl e for th® ident if Ication off the
birds, and that research materials are

^. .,;:- f-:,:.;avai:iabl..e,;
3,

A chart should be made by students to record
additional information about the birds.

This

informatipn will includet a drying of a
bird claw, length of the bird's wing span, the
bird's primary food source; description of the

bird's beak, and; typical habitat,
4,

Students should record information regarding

the birds In their environmental journal,
5,

Students should be given forty minutes to
complete the assignment,

6,

The remaining minutes of the period should be
spent discussing bird adaptations, and
answering student questions.

Discussion Questions;

1,

What birds can be correctly Identified?
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2.

What are s<OTe of the types of foods eaten by

, birds?;;;.
3.

What is adaptation, and give an example?

Evaluation Actlvitiest

1.

Challenge students to do a report on birds.

2, Have students giVe a written d^scription of a

bird, and reoc^rd the information in their
environmental journals.
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LESSON 6

ANSWERS TO STUDENT WORKSHEET

1.

Turkey Vulture

2. ' Raven :
3.

Quail

4.

Cliff Swallow

5.

Nuthatch

6.

Red-tailed Hawk

7.

Stelier's Jay

8.

Acorn Woodpecker

9.

Tanager

10.

Common F1icker
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Lesson 7

HOW TO MEASURE A TREE

T.essbn Summary; Students col 1 ect and anal yze

information regarding the trees located on their

playground. Using a wdrksheet, measuring tape,
and metric stick students will reporcl^he type,

pircumference, he igMt» 4"d crown sprea'd.
Goalt To provide students with an opportunity
to acknowledge th^ different types of trees

located bp thPir school playground^-

enable

students to differentiate between coniferous and
deciduous trees. To provide students with the

opportunity to measure the circumference, height,
and crown spread of a tree.
Rrarie Levelt

niiratlon;

4-6

One fifty-minute period

r.garninn nh iect 1 vest

Upon completion of this lesson, students will be
able to:

1, Differentiate between coniferous and deciduous
trees.

2. Know the meaning of circumference, height, and
crown spread.
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3.

Measure the circumference, height, and crown

spread of a tree.
4.

Write an accurate description of a tree.

Process Skills Used In This Lesson;

1.

Using senses to gather and analyze
information on a specific tree.

2.

Ccmimunieating in an oral, written and
pictorial form.

3.

Comparing different types of trees.

Prerequisite Knowledge For Students:

Students will need to know how to read the

measurements obtained from using a metric stick
and measuring tape.
Background For Teachers:

1.

A coniferous tree is a tree with cones, and is

sometimes referred to as an evergreen.
2.

A deciduous tree is a tree that loses its
leaves in the fal1 and winter.

3.

Circumference is the distance around a tree
trunk.

4.

The height of a tree is the measurement of how
tail a tree is from its base to the top.

5.

Crown spread is the measurement of the
distance the tree limbs spread out away from
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Preparat i on For Lesson r

1.

A copy of the free Worksheet for every
student,../ .

2.

Fifteen metrfc sticks

fifteen measuring

tapes/":/;, -v.,
3.

A penci1 and a book to writ© on so that
students may record their data.

Instruct 1 onal

1.

Strategy:

The teacher shou1d hand out the worksheet and
oraliy go over each section with students.

2.

The teacher should briefly discuss appropriate

behavior with students.

CStudents should walk

at all times, be quiet/ and be respe

arid

courteous to others.)

3.

The teacher should assign each student a

:,://^■pa^tner., ,,^^;^:,v■'
4.

The teecher shdu1d hand out a metric stick and

measuring tape to e4ch pair of students.
5.

The teacher should monitor the students'

behavior as the data are being collected.
Discussion Questions?

Iv

What was the most difficult part of this
assignment?
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2.

What were some of the different types and
sizes of the trees?

3.

What is something new that you learned about
the trees on the playground?

Evaluation Activities;

1.

Make a chart recording all of the information
gathered.

2.

Have students record their thoughts and

feelings in their Journal.

-lesson:?.
TREE WORKSHEET
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■Name-

■' •

\

■' :

.'V,. ;: : .. . . .

,

■ ,

;

■

1.

What season Is It?.

2.

Is your tree con1ferpus or deciduous?.

3.

What is the name of your tree?

4.

To discover the circumference of your tree you must
measure four and one half feet up from the base of your
tree. Four and one half feet from the ground
represents the height that foresters use In
estimating the board feet of a tree. Once you are four
and one half feet up, you must carefully place your

measuring tape around the trunk.

This measurement wil l

give you the circumference.

What Is the circumference of your tree?.

5.

To measure to height of the tree you must do the
following:

A.

Hold your arm straight out In front of you, with

B.

Have your partner measure the length of your arm.

C.

Hold the metric stick so that the measurement that
Is the length of your arm Is sticking up out of

your fist right at eye level.

your hand.

D.

Face the tree whl1e st111 holding the metric stick.

E.

Walk backward away from the tree.

When you can see

the base of the tree by looking over your fist, and
the top of the tree by looking over the top of the

metric stick, stop.

F.

Have your partner measure the distance between you
and the tree. This number Is the same as the
height of the tree.

What Is the height of your tree?.

6.

The crown spread is th© mssisurement of how far out the
tree 1Imbs extend. Find the limb that sticks out the
farthest on each side, and measure the distance

.

In between the two.

What Is the crown spread of your tree?.

7.

On the back of this paper write a five sentence
description of your tree, and draw a picture of it
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^^--^Lesson^8

:;/;ALL--iN>^tHE.::cbNE&^^^^

Lessbn Summarys

StuclentS wi 11 view a variety Of

bverl>ead transparenc i es depi ctingdifferent trees»
i eaf formatsV needle struGture> and seeds or

p i ne cones.

Students wlH col lect p i ne cones to

be shared and identified by the entire ciads.

Goal; To he 1p students identif>r the difference
that exists betwieen trees in the 8an Bernardino

Mountain environment.

To provide students with

the information needed to realize that trees can
be identified by their leaves and cones.
Grade Level ;

Durat ion:

4-6

■ ■ •■'

• '

One fifty-minute period

Learnino Ob i ect1ves:

Upon completion of this less, students
.,;'able;;to:

1.

Idehtify various types of pines and firs in
the San Bernardino Mountains.

2.

Use their environmental journal to record
'

3.

f,'

data. .- y

Create a chart to identify the various tree

V Species'.
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4.

Describe the Importance of trees in an
ecosystem.

Process Sk11 Is Used In Th i S LesSOn♦

1.

CcmimunIeating orally, pictorial ly, and in
■written' -.foriri.

2.

Analyzing the importance of variouis organism
in!a:forestv.; ■

3.

Sequencing a growth cycle.

Prereaui s! te KnotJl edge For Students:

Students wil1 need to have a basic knowledge of

the types of tr^es thdt 1 lye in the San Dernsir^i"^®
Mountains.

Rackarouprt For Teadhers:

1.

A Gcail ter

has three Ipna^^n^

large, heavy cones.

2.

pinyon Pines have four needles and a sma11,
open pine cone.

3.

Sugar Pines have five needles and 1arge,

sticky pine cones.

The pine cones at the

end of the branches hang downward.

4.

Ponderosa Pines have three needles, and

medium sized, barbed cones.

They are commonly

known as the Prickly Ponderosa.

5.

Jeffrey Pines have three needles, and
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tightly formed cones. These pines are also
known for their strong vani1 la scent.

6.

Whlte Firs have short"singu1ar needles that
cover the branch.

Their cones have a long

oval shape.
Preparation For Lesson;

1.

Make overhead transparencies.

2.

Have overhead equipment available.

3.

Ask students to bring in pine cones and

needles from home.

Also, plan on collecting a

variety yourself.

4.

Students wi11 need their environmental
Journals and a pencil.

5.

Each student wiM need a copy of the handout

describing all of the different varieties of
trees.

6.

The teacher may want to purchase a bag of pine
nuts (pinyons) to share with the class.
These nuts can usually be found at fruit
stands or specialty Stores.

Instruct\ona1 Strateqv t

1.

Thank students who remembered to bring in
examples of pine cones and needles.

2.

View and orally discuss the overhead
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•

3.

■■transparencies. ■, .

Divide students into groups of three or four

and have them identify cones and needles.

The

cones and needles Should be placed at stations

throughout the room, and group should rotate
• through them.
4.

Once the class has had an opportunity to look
at al1 of the stations, students shou1d be

asked to orally identify the cones and
needles.

Students should be prepared to

justify their answers.

5.

Once the student has identified the cone or

needle, the teacher should place the

appropriate overhead up on the screen, and

pass the i tem around for other students to
examine.

6.

Students should write a brief description and
make a sketch of the cone and needle.

Al1

information should be placed in the their
environmental Journals.
Discussion Questions:

1.

How comfortable do you feel identifying
various trees?

2.

What are some ways to identify trees?
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Eva1uat ion Act1v111est

1.

Have students name the types of trees they

".'-have; at home.
2.

Have students count the number of trees they
have at h(»ne.

3.

Have students record any additional
information in their Journals.
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Lesson 9

SQUIRRELS ON THE GO

Lesson Sumbarv:

Students simu1 ate the

activitiesjof gray squirrels. Students wi11
become gra^ squirrels collecting acorns during a
very act iye physi cal educat i pn game.

The concept

of limiting factors wil1 be introduced.
Goal;

To p>,rovlde students with an understanding

of limitingl factors that exist within the San
Bernardi no Nountai n Env i ronment.

To prov ide

students wi^h the information needed to discuss
the importahce of conservation, and the need to
provide aniroaIs with a safe place to live.

To

provide students with an understanding that
animals need food, shelter, and space in order to
survive.

^ Grade Level:[ 4-6
Duration:

One fifty-minute period

Learn1no Qbi ect i ves:

tJpoh pompl etion Pf this lesson, students wi 11 be
;:;abie'':t6:' ■ ■■

.

1. Identify jl imiting factors that exist in the
San Bernardino Mountain environment.
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2.

Describe various components that make an
environment suitable for animals.

3.

Infer how gray squirrels meet their basic

■ . ■ ,.needs.i
Process Sk1Ms Used In This Lesson:

1.

Communicating orally ideas with fellow
■ 'students.;-

2.

Predicting various limiting factors.

3. Generaljizing what the effect of various human
actions, in the San Bernardino Mountains.
4.

Analyzihg problems associated with habitat
destruction, and consider alternative
solutions.

Prerequisite Knowledge For Students:

Students should know what a gray squirrel is and

have a basic! idea of its habitat.
Background For Teachers;

1.

^

Any areajwhere a plant or animal naturally
1ives is a habitat.

2.

Animals need food, water, sheiter, and space
in order to survive.

3.

A iimiting factor is anything that causes the
animal population! to decrease: e.g., a lack of
food, water, shelter, space, disease.
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predation, climatlc conditions* pollution,
hunting, poaching, and accidents.
4.

Loss of habitat is the major reason for loss
of wiIdlife populations.

5.

In order for successful conservation of

natural resources to occur, responsibilities
must be shared by all members of the
mountain community.
Preparation For Lesson?

1.

The teacher should reserve a large outdoor
area or auditorium to be used as a playing
field.

2.

The teacher should have at least three hundred

small pieces of paper (one inch by one inch)
to represent acorns.

3.

Each student should have paper and pencil or
crayon.

Instructional Strategy:

1.

The teacher should share the background
knowledge information with students.

2.

The teacher will ask each student to design a

gray squirrels'' home on a piece of paper.
Students should put their names on their
hcxnes.
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3.

The teacher will explain the idea of the game
wtiich is as follows:

A.

Students becone gray squirrels and
need to collect nuts for the winter.

B.

All nuts should be kept in their homes,
which are located in a circle outside of

the playing area.

C.

Squirrels may only collect one acorn at a
time.

D.

The acorns are spread out in the center of
the playing area.

E.

Squirrels must hop to and from their hones
to their food supply.

F.

Squirrels may rest at their homes.

6.

After several minutes of play the teacher
should blow the whistle.

Students should

freeze as the teacher gives them the bad

news: a new housing development is going

in, and wii1 decrease the size of the
squirrels" habitat.

From now on they must

Jun^ on one leg only, but they may still
rest at their hcrnies.

H.

Allow students to hop on one leg for
several minutes.

Then blow the whistle
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again.

Tell the students you are sorry,

but a fire has Just burned down all of the

trees in the area.

So, they no longer

have a hc»ne to rest at and must hop

non-stop on their one leg.

I.

The game Is over when only one student is
left hopping.

4.

Once the game is ccmipleted the teacher may
choose to play it over again.

Otherwise,

students should return to class for a
discussion.
Discussion Questions:

1.

What are some of the limiting factors that
occurred during the game?

2.

What measures could have been taken to protect
the animal hones and food supply?

3.

What happened when the hcsnes were built in the
area?

4.

What it was like after the fire destroyed your
home?

Evaluation Activitiest

1.

Have students record their feelings and

thoughts about the game in their environmental
folder.
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2.

Have students research the gray squirrel and
its habitat.

3.

Have students record their own definition of
limiting factors in their Journals.
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Lesson 10

BACKGROUND HISTORY

T.eagon Summaryt

This lesson prepares students

for the visit to the Arboretum.

A background

history, list of things to do, and appropriate
behavior will be discussed.

Goal:

To provide students with srane of the

history of the San Bernardino Mountains and Heaps
Peak Arboretum.

To provide students with their

own set of learning objectives, and give them

guidelines for appropriate outdoor behavior.

Duration:

One fifty-minute period

Learning Objectives:

Upon completion of this lesson, students wi11 be
able to:

1.

Give a brief orai history of the Heaps Peak
Arboretum.

2.

Develop a list of things to do while visiting
the Heaps Peak Arboretum.

3.

Discuss why appropriate behavior is essential
for a visit to an outdoor site.

4.

Discuss the consequences inappropriate
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behavior may have on the environment.
Process Ski 1 Is Used In This Lessont

1.

Analyzing the importance of historic events.

2.

Inventing a 1ist Of learning objectives.

3.

Oraliy cqranunieating trail behaviors
considered to be appropriate.

4. Generalizing the harmfui effects that humans
can have on the env i ronment.
Prereauislte Knowledge For Students:

The ccnpietion of lessons one throustfi eight will
aid students in creaiting a 1 ist of things to do
while at the Heaps Peak Arboretum.
Background For Teachersr

1.

Everyone has a responsibi11ty towards the
protection of the environment.

2.

Respect toward the environment will help
Students to learn how to 1ive peacefuliy with
one another.

3.

Every human activity has an effect on the
environment.

4.

Approipriate behavior begins with
consideration.

5.

Responsibie behavior can be divided into three
categories: respecting the environment around
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you, respecting other people, and being aware
of/Bafety,,

Preparatioh For Lesson;

«

1.

A teacher copy pf the background history.

2.

A chalkboard and chalkV

3.

Pencil and Journal for each student.

Instructional Strategy;

1.

The teacher will read the background history
to students.

2.

The class will have a discussion concerning

the length of time their fami Iles have been In
the mountains In comparison to the Heaps
■

3.

, faml ly.

The class will discuss the Importance of

developing a nature trail, and v^o would
benefit from It.

4.

Using their environmental Journals as a guide
students will generate a list of things to

look for v^lle visiting the Heaps Peak
Arboretum

5.

V"

StUdertts wl11 develop a 11st of questions they
have about the Arboretum, which mlstfit be
answered during their visit.

6.

Students should record questions concerning
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the Arboretum in their environmental Journal.
7. The teacher will list the three categories of
behavior on the chalkboard and discuss their

importance. <See Background For Teachers,
number 5.>

8. Students will be asked why each behavior is

important, and the teacher wi11 Iist the
reesons on the chalkboard.

9. Remind students that they will need to bring
twenty-five cents to purchese an Arboretum

Trail Guide. Anyone 5dvo has a problem with
this should see the teacher privately. Trail
Guide may be borrowed for the duration of the
visit, this money is considered to be a

donation that will help to further develop the
site.

■

; TU gcusaiQp nuestionst ^

1. Why is it so important to protect the
Arboretum environment?

2. What would happen if everyone chose to use
inapproprlate behavior?
RVa1uation Activitiest

1. Have students write a report on their family

history. Many students are third and fourth
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generation mountain residents, and their
re)at i ves may have known members of the Heaps
fami ly.

2.

Have students write about experiences they
have had at other outdoor sites, including,

but not limited to, city, state, and national
parks.

3.

Have students create their Own list of rules
to be followed when visiting an outdoor site.
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Background History

In 1^82, the Rlin of the World Interpretive

Association received perinissidn from the United
States Forest Service to develop a 40-acre area of

land along Hictfiway 18.

Although, the land was

officially given the name Of "Heap's Peak
Arboretum" i n 1982, i t has a recorded hIstory of
over a century.
Tnhlg honk. The San BernardInos. John W.

Robinson <1989) tells the story of Fred Heaps, the
man whose name was given to the arboretum.

According to county tax records. Heaps settled the
area scmietime in the 1880's.

He grew apples,

hunted, and entertained friends at his ranch v^ich
was Just below the east slope of what is today
known as Heaps Peak.

In 1918, a tragedy h it the

' ranch:

Heaps' niece, eiara Allison, with her husband
Harry and son Dunlop were vacationing at the
ranch.

The cantankerous old Heaps and H«arry

Allison got into a heated argument vrt\en Clara
Intervened.

What happened next has been a

mystery for many years.

The story given out
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by the family at the time was that Clara
became so upset by "the menacing words of
Fred Heaps...that she succumbed to a stroke

of apoplexy."

But mountain historian

Pauliena La Fuze has uncovered the fact that
Clara's death was caused by a gunshot, not a

stroke, when she jumped in front of her

husband to protect him from her enraged uncle
(Robinson, 1989, p.149).

Charges were never brought against Fred Heaps, but
he was taken down to the county hospital for

observation.

Five years later he died, an outcast

from his own family (p. 149).

The history of the site continues with a
series of devastating fires.
fires occurred in 1922.

The first of these

By 1928, the tremendous

Job of replanting was underway with help of the
Lake Arrowhead Women's Club and students from Lake
Arrowhead Elementary School.

In 1931, the site

was officially designated as the Heaps Peak
Reforestation Project.

The replanting of the area

continued untii the outbreak of World War II,

Another fire occurred in 1956, and this time the

replanting was done by several Boy Scout troops.
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The area was practically forgotten until the

early 1980's, but with the tireless work of one
man the area has crane to life again: George
Hesemann.

George Hesemann is a retired teacher from the
Rim of the World Unified School District.

He is

also a biological science information officer with
the Arrowhsad Ranger District of the United States

Forest Serv ice.

He has 1ong recogn ized the

uniqueness of the Heaps Peak area. In an
interview with Edna Fiore about the arboretum site

he says, "Here is represented in microcosm the
entire forest environment, both plant and animal"

(Fiore, 1990). Mr. Hesemann has already observed
over 147 different species of wildlife in the

area.

Because of his desire to preserve the area,

Mr. Hesemann founded the Rim of the World

Interpretive Association.

This is the same group

that worked so hard to receive permission frran the

United States Forest Service to develop the land.

After permission was granted in 1982, it didn't
take long before the arboretum was opened to the

public. The official dedication and opening of
the Heaps Peak Arboretym took place on June 30,
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1984 (Fiore, 1990).

The success of the Arboreturn has been

astonishing, "nie Rim of "the World Interpretive
Association "estimated that there would be about

10,000 visitors per year to this site In 1989;
there were 92,000" who actMally visited this

pristine area <Fiore, 1990, p. 46).
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Lesson 11

A VISIT TO THE ARBORETUM

Lesson Summary:

Students wl11 visit the Heaps

Peak Arboretum.

Tiros wl11 be spent explorihg the

site and recording information.

Goal:

To givs studentd an opportunity td visit

a devsioped nature trail.

To allow students to

experience an ehyirpnmental site thet ppntaina th©
yaripus flora and fauna that they have been
studying.

Durationt

A three-hour field trip

Learning Obiectlves:

Upon cranpletion of this lesson, students will be
able'.tor' -

1.

Identify species which are indigerious
(haturaily occurring), and those that have

been introduced to the Heaps Peak Arboretum.
2.

UOe a J ourna1/folder to record envirohmental
-.observations.

3.

Write a description of the San Bernardino

Mountain vegetationi
4.

Answer questions pertaining to the Arboretum
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that were developed during the previous
-lesson. ,v

Process Ski 1 Is Used In This Le880n»

1. Identifying the 1Ife forms In the Heaps Peak
. Arboreturn'.

2v

Cotiflparlng different environments and
associated vegetationV

3. Analyzing the difference between flora and

fauna with1rt the San Bernardlno Mountains and
those within the Heaps Peak Arboretum.

4. C^iimunleating Ideas with fellow students.
5. Writing about plant and animal life

Indigenous to the Heaps Peak Arboretum.
prsreaulslts Knowledae For Students:

Students Should have developed a list of Items to
look for A^lle visiting the Arboretum.
nackarounrt For Teachers:

1. Flora and fauna species that live In an area

may not be Indigenous (naturally pccufrlng)
to that area*

2. The ablIItytb differentiate between various
plant and amImal species will give students a
better understanding of the Heaps Peak
Arboretum.
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3.

Careful observation will develop students'

sense of concern for their surroundihg«

As a

result, students will notice environmental
changes and problems.

4. A trail guide has been developed by the Rim of
the World Interpretive Association. The guide

recognizes twenty-four separate sites along
the seven-tenths of a mile long Heaps Peak
Arboretum trail.
Preparation For LesSOn?

1. Students Should have turned in their field
trip permission slips.

2. Students should have a quarter to purchase the
Arboretum nature trail guide.

3. students need to bring their Journal and
Writing utensils.

4. Students need to be divided Into groups of
three or four in order to appreciate the

experience of visiting the Arboretum.
5.

The teacher should contact parent chaperones

to acconpany students on the field trip.
Tngtructional Strategy:

1. The teacher wi11 briefly review good behavior
with students: walk at all times, be quiet.
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and be respectful and courteous to others.
2.

The teacher will remind students to bring
their Journals and writing utensils.

3.

The teacher will divide students into groups

of three or four to be acccMnpanied by parent
chaperones.

4.

The teacher wi11 explain that students will be
held responsible for their journals in v^ich
they should record the following: feelings,
observations, answers to questions that were
developed during the previous lesson, any

additional notes and information that may help
them on a test about the Arboretum.

5.

Once students have arrived at the Arboretum
the teacher should purchase the trail guides,
and distribute them among students.

6.

Groups should be dismissed to go out on the
trail at intervals.

Students not on the trail

can review their trail guides, or the

information bullet in boards at the site.

The

intervals should be approximately three to
four minutes apart.

The teacher may chose to

have s^e students start going through the

trail in the opposite direction (througfli
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the exit).

This wi11 allow a greater number

of students tp be on the trail at one time.

7.

Once students have completed the trail the

teacher should ask students to share their

feelings abput the Arboretum with the rest of
the class.

A set of benches near the

beginning of the trail provides a perfect
setting for a class discussion.

Plsgysglpn Qvegtlons^
1.

How does the Arboretum benefit the coimunity?

2.

What fIora and fauna are indigenous to the
Heaps Peak Arboretum site?

3.

What flora and fauna are not naturally

bccurring species» and \^y are they in the
Arboretum?

4.

What are s(xne of the problems that occur when
introducing species into an area?

Evaitifltign Activlties?
1.

Have students prepare an oral presentation on
the Heaps Peak Arboretum to be shared with

their family.

2.

Have students research a plant or animal
species that they pbserved v^ile visiting the
Arboretum.
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3.

Students could develop an invitation to go

hc»ne which provides friends or family
members with a guided tour through the
Arboretum.
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Lesson 12

WRITING A HAIKU

Lfflcinn Summary; Students wi 11 write a Haiku
describing the Arboretum.

Students will

illustrate their Haiku, and then share their
creation with the class.

Goal; To provide students with an alternative

means of expressing their thougffits and feelings

regarding their visit to the Heaps Peak Arboretum.
Grade Levelt

rhjrationt

4-6

One fifty-minute period

Learning Oblectives:

Upon completion of this lesson, students wi11 be
able tOJ

1.

Write a description of the Heaps Peak
Arboretum in a poetic format.

2.

Use their memory to recall features of the
Arboretum.

3. Draw a picture of the Arboretum to illustrate
their poem.

4.

Share the product of their work with
classmates.
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Proeegg SkUls Used Tn Thia Lesson:

1.

Writing thoughts and feeling in a descriptive
format.

2.

communicating pictorially ideas regarding the
Heaps Peak Arboretum.

3.

Cranmunicating orally ideas with fellow
students.

Prerequisite Knowledge For Students:

Students should have participated in the Heaps
Peak Arboretum field trip, or visited the site on
the i r own.

Students also need to knew what a syllable is and
how to count them.
Background For Teachers:

1.

A Haiku is a descriptive form of poetry,
developed by the Japanese.

2.

A Haiku usually describes a part of nature.

3.

A Haiku is ccanprised of three lines, the first
line has five syllables, the second seven

syllables, and the third five syllables.
example of a Haiku is as follows:
The Arboretum

a local community
Yellow Pine Forest

An
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Preparation For Leggon:

1.

A piece of paper for each student; this can be
either a large piece of white construction

paper or Just a regular sized piece of paper.
2.

Students will need crayons, markers, colored

pencils and pens for illustration purposes.
3.

Chalkboard and chalk for the teacher.

Instructional Strategy;

1.

The teacher should explain the concept of a
Haiku to students.

2.

Knowing that a Haiku is a descript ive poem,
the class should brainstorm a list of

adjectives that describe aspects of the
Arboretum.

The teacher can record the

suggestions on the chalkboard.

3.

Using the list of adjectives as an example the
teacher should briefly review syllables.

4.

The teacher should write the format of a Haiku
on the chalkboard.

5.

The teacher should pass out the paper and
drawing materials.

6.

The teacher should take a few minutes to

remind students about things they may have
seen at the Arboretum, and encourage students
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to writ© about feelings they experienced
during their visit.

7,

Students should begin creating and

illustrating their Haiku.

Check the structure

of each student^s Haiku.

8.

Students who wish to share their work should
be encouraged to do so.

niscusslon Questions?

1.

Why did you choose the particular plant or
animal to write about in your Haiku?

Evaluation Activities:

1.

Ask students to share positive ccMnments they
have regarding others work.

2.

Have students record their Haiku in their
Journals.

3.

Encourage students to continue to write as a
means of expressing themselves.
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L<?sson 13

ARBORETUM BINGO

Lesson Summary:

Students will play a type of

bingo game to share their knowledge of the Heaps
Peak Arboretum.

If time permits, students wi1i

also participate in a descriptive guessing game.
Goal: To provide students with a means of

sharing their knowledge of the Heaps Peak
Arboretum in a non-threatening manner.
Levelt

niirat 1 on;

4-6

One fifty-mi nute per i od

Learning Obiectivest

Upon completion of this lesson, students will be
able tot

1.

Describe characteristics of the Heaps Peak
Arboretum.

2.

Review key environmental terms.

3.

Give a written description of an item found in
their environment.

Process Skills Used Tn This Lessont

1.

Cranmunicating orally with fellow students.

2. Writing a description of an item that is found
in the environment.
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3.

Predicting what may be found in different
environments.

4.

Observing areas on tife school grounds.

Prerequisite Knowledge For Students;

Students will need to have previously visited the
Heaps Peak Arboretum and used the trail guide.
Background For Teachers:

1.

Students may need assistance in answering scmie
of the squares on the Arboretum Bingo
worksheet.

The following information should

have been obtained by reading the Heaps Peak
Arboretum trail guide:

A.

The Western Gray Squirrel eats acorns.

B.

A Coulter Pine Cone can weigji up to eight
pounds.

C.

The Western Bracken Fern is also known
as Greek pteris.

D.

A tree may "stoop" because of a heavy snow
load.

E.

The Sugar Pine is the largest pine tree in
the world.

F.

A Knobcone Pine needs a fire to crack its

seeds open so that it may reproduce.
G.

Deer eat the Mountain Whitehorn.

H.

Serrano Indians ate pine nuts.
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I.

the Wi1low Tree was used by early pioneers
to cure toothaches.

Incense Cedars are used to make pencils.

K.

Stinging Nettles have sword-iike leaves.

L.

For each wildflower picked there will be
100 less next year.

M.

The Giant Sequoia is the largest living
thing on the earth.

N.

Birds eat Sierra Currant.

Preparation For Lessont

1. A copy of Arboretum Bingo for each student.
2.

A pencil for each student.

3.

A 3" X 5" index card for each students

Instructional Strategyt

1. The teacher will give each student a copy of
Arboretum Bingo.

2.

Students must find other students who are
able to answer the questions correctly.

3.

The student who is able to answer the

question sislns his or her name in the square.
4.

The first student who is able to get

twenty-five different signatures on his or
her sheet wins.

5.

A student may not sign the same sheet more
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6.

Review the Arboretum Bingo sheet and give the

students the correct answers to the squares*

7*

A follow up activity is to give each student
'a/3"yX:S"'y indeX/card*:,

8.

Have students In groups of four or five chose

an l t<em on^^ t
9*

playground to describe*

Each studerit decides on one word to describe

the object and then write the word on their
'■■ ■ ■y. '; ';; 'Card*.

10.

Groups return to class» and form a iIne in
the front of the rocMn*

Students read their

word, and then ask the class if they can
figure out

the item is*

PIseussioh Questiohst

1.

vrtiat the most diff icul t square was to 1111?

2*

What sort of things would you have placed In
the squares?

Evaluation Activities:

1*

Have students create their own Arboretum Bingo
game*

2.

Have students describe an item in five words

or less, and have their family identify the
-■ ■ '■- " ■Itemv
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3.

Students should record the questions and

answers to any squares that they did not
understand in their Journal.
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Lesson 14

THE ARBORETUM GAME

Lesson Sunmarvt

Students wi11 design a board

game that asks questions about the Heaps Peak
Arboretum. Students will be able to play the games
belonging to Other students.

Goalt

To give students an opportunity to share

the information they have acquired regarding the
Heaps Peak Arboretum.
Gradg Lpygl»

Duration:

4-6

Two fifty-minute periods

Lgarn i nq Qb.l get 1 ves?
Upon C(xiu> let ion of this lesson» students wi 11 be
able to:

1.

Design a board game on the Heaps Peak
Arboretum.

2.

Share data with fellow students.

3.

List important features of the Heaps Peak
Arboretum.

4.

Identify characteristics of tbe Heaps Peak
Arboretum.

5.

Draw ccmiparisons between designing a gameboard
and the development of the Heaps Peak
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Arboreturn.

Process SkHIg Used Th This Lftsson:

Analyzing the flora and fauna of the Heaps
.

2.

■ Peak - Arboretum

CaranunlcatIng orally, plctoriailyf and in

';\.\;;wrrtten-.-fbrm. ■
3v Gathering information on the Heaps Peak
Arboretum., ; ■;

4.

Evaiuating the effectiveness of ^he nature
trail at the Heaps Peak Arboretum.

5.

comparing the designing of a gameboard, to the
development of the Heaps P'eak Arboretum.

Prereauislte Knowledge For Students.

Students should have previgusly visited the Heaps
Peak Arboretum.

Students should also have their

: journals,'avallable.
BackcnroMpd For Teachers;

1. Through comparisons students may cpnclude that
similarities exist between designing a

g^eboard based on the Arboretum Ijrai1 ahd the
actual development of the Arboretum site.

2.

PSoplie are the pnly specips who can

consciously change its environment.
3.

People build environments for their
ractlvities.,

■

Ill

4.

Beneficial changes in the environment occur
Vhen people work together.

PreDarat\on For Lesson t

1. Pieces of cardboard boxes available for each
student

.'v'

'

2. Scissors, paper, and drawing materials for
each student.

3.

Students will need their environmental
•' .Journals. -

Tnstructional Strategy:

1. The teacher should begin the lesson by

discussing a variety of board games with
students and the ways in which they are
played.

2.

The teacher wli1 then give the students the

assignment of designing a board game that uses
the Arboretum nature trail as its course.

3.

Give students pieces of cardboard and art
materials.

4. Suggest that students use their Journals as a
source for questions vrtiich can be placed on
'-game ,cards,.

5.

Have students Share their games, and keep them
in class SO that they can be played the
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. V ./^'fdVlowlngVday.--''/
D i scuss1 On Quiggt Ions t

1. What was the indst difficult part of this
:,^assi'gnment?

■

2. what hd^rd game did students use as a pattern
for theirV<wn,,game?.>■
Bvatuatioh ActIvltieg:

1.

Have students take their gamed home td be
played with family members.

2. Si nee thid is the 1ast activity f or the unIt,
have Students write an evaiuatidn in their
■ ..'■^'idurnais.'- '
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Lesson 15

THE ARBORETUM TEST

Lesson Summary;

During this lesson students

will turn in their environmental Journals, take a

test on the Arboretum, and play their Arboretum

'board games-.:,;}; ■
Goalt

To test students knowledge of the Heaps

Peak Arboretum.

To evaluate the environmenta.1

Journals, and Judge the effectiveness of the unit.
To give students an opportunity to use their board
games.

Grade Levelt

Durationt

4-6

One fifty-minute period

Learning Qbiectlvesi

Upon cc»npletion of this lesson, students will be
able to:

1.

Evaluate the quality of their board games

2.

Share their knowledge of the Heaps Peak
Arboretum.

3.

Sense the ccanpletion of an environmental unit,
and continue the unit on their own.

Process Sk111s Used In This Lesson:

I.

Analyzing stored information.
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2.

Applying learned information.

3. Canmunicating orally with fellow
• ' students.

Prereauigite Knowledge For Students?

Students shou1d have previously visited the Heaps
Peak Arboretum. Students should take time to

review their environmental Journa1s. Questions

asked on the Arboretum Bingo worksheet will

provide an excellent means of review for the test.
Raekaround For Teachers♦

1.

Journal writing provides students with an
affective means of developing ideas.

2.

Affective evaluation may be obtained frcan the

quality of and information contained in the
students' environmental Journals.
Preparation For Lesson:

1.

Students wl11 each need a copy of the
Arboretum test.

2.

Students will need a writing instrument.

3.

Chalk and a chalkboard.

Tnstructional Strategy»

1. The teacher should begi n the 1esson by asking
students to respond to the following questions
in their writing Journa1 <questions should be
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printed on the chalkboard):

A.

Did you enjoy the Arboretum Unit?

Explain

your answer.

B.

What activity did you enjoy most?

C.

Would you visit the Arboretum again?

D.

Do you feel it is important for humans to
make an effort to preserve environmental
sites?

2.

The teacher should encourage the students to
continue to observe and investigate their
environment.

3.

The teacher should collect student Journals.

4.

Students should be instructed that upon

completion of the test they may quietly meet
in a corner of the room and play their board
games.

5.

The test should be campleted.

6.

Tests shouid be turned into the teacher, and

students may begin playing with their games.
Discussion Questions:

1.

What are scane of the feelings students have

regarding the Arboretum Unit?
2.

What was the most difficult part of the test
and are further explanations needed?
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Rva1uat1on Act 1V111est

1.

Encourage students to continue with their
environmental observations and v^ork.

2.

Have students take their board games home to
be shared wi th their fami l ies.

LESSON 15

ARBORETUM TEST
117
Nainei

1. In what year was the great fire?.

2. What plant is valuable for Its ability to prevent erosion?.
3. If you pick one wildflower how many won't exist next year?.
4. How much can the cone of the Coulter Pine weistfi?

——

5. Give another name for Greek pteris?.—

-V—

6. Name an important food supply for birds and small manmals.
7. What will feed upon decaying wood?.

8. Approx imately how o1d are the San Bernardi no Mountai ns?
9. What type of rocks make up the San Bernardino Mountains?
10. What plant has an interrelationship with the Gray Squirrel?_
11. What tree Is used to make penci ls?—
12. The largest pine in the world is the_—

^
. •

^ '
—

—

13. Name a species of tree not native to the Arbor

___

14. What is the Ponderdsa Pine's greatest challenge for survival?.
15. What do al 1 trees need in order to survive?

——————

16. What may cause a tree to "stoop"?

: ;

—

17. How did the Serrano Indians use the willow?__
18. What was the wl1 low used for by the pioneers?.
19. What p 1 ant has sword-1 ike 1 eaves?

20. What is the largest 1 iving thing on the earth?,

,

21. What is known as the Arboretum's tree for all seasons?
22. The practice of cutting trees down to provide sunlistfit is.
23. What tree needs fire to reproduce?

—V ,' \,.

24. A tree that loses its leaves in the winter is considered to be.
25. What is a cone bearing tree is called?

Insects Mountain Whitehorn
1922 Western Bracken Fern

—

——■——

i.

Quaking Aspen Two Million Conifer Dogwood
Bows Deciduous Sugar Pine Smog Thinning

Sunlight Eight Giant Sequoia One Hundred Incense Cedar Stinging Nettles
Sierra Currant California Black Oak Knobcone Pine Toothache Granite Snow

LESSON 15

ANSWERS FOR THE ARBORETUM TEST

■ ■-''TIB

■ , .1:. V1922
2.

Mountaln Wh1tehorn

3.

One Hundred

■ '4v;;Elghf ■
5.

Western Bracken Fern

6.

Sierra Currant

7.

Insects ■ .

8.

Two Million

9. ^ .. Granite ■
10.

Ca11f ornia B1ack Oak

11.

Incense Cedar

12.

Sugar Pine

13.

Quaking Aspen

14.

Smog

15.

Sunlight

:

16.

' Snow

17.

Bows

18.

Toothaches

19.

Stinging Nettles

20.

Giant Sequoia

21.

Dogwood

22.

Thinning

23.

Knobcone Pine

24.

Deciduous

25.

Coni fer

